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Adland’s universal digital delivery platform

Studio productivity + ROI
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Blutui

We talk 
Return On 

Investment 
in a digital 

studio.

When it comes to digital studio ROI there are a lot of factors at play. 

General overhead, staff goodies like pizza on Fridays and unfettered access to the 

studio drinks fridge is pretty much a given. The costs that truly matter are wrapped up in 

specialist staff, productivity optimized technology, seamless project management function 

and the universality of the technology being utilized in your business.

Universality in terms of adoption and access as well as implementation across multiple 

projects, studio sites, disciplines and workflows.

Where multiple technologies are utilized to achieve a similar project outcome or when 

studios build and service entire tech stacks, (or both) - you will battle project management 

chaos, digital overhead, legacy technology fragmentation and specialist resourcing issues. 

If not yet, if not today, they are on the near horizon for sure.
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We look at 
2 example 
projects 

delivered 
by a friendly 

agency in 
New Zealand. 

Ours.

First up is a relatively straightforward campaign landing page and lead generation site with 

menus, upcoming events and contact forms. All on brand for a popular dive bar in home 

town New Zealand.

www.lastplace.co.nz

Second, a complex data-driven site for a national multi-franchise residential group home 

builder, this second case study is more comparable with a web application than website.

www.goldenhomes.co.nz

1
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We have applied the documented average wage for a full stack or front end developer 

USD$57/hour in our calculations to demonstrate that based on labor cost alone of 

essentially $1/minute Blutui outperforms other technologies. 

The Blutui global digital development and delivery platform saves time, enabling studios 

to comfortably either double throughput, delivering more projects faster, while requiring 

significantly less skilled labor, being a front end web developer with capability in HTML, 

CSS and optionally Javascript.

Alternatively studios may potentially quadruple productivity utilizing the same headcount 

in front end web developers as a multi-discipline team of 3 being a full-stack developer, 

sys-ops engineer and front-end web developer.

Let’s compare.

CAMPAIGN
LANDING PAGE

CASE STUDY #1 
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USING CONVENTIONAL TECH

VS

VS

Here’s a breakdown of the process and 
the inputs for the campaign landing page:

Downstream costs / Post Build Requirements

Resource Availability

Server Configuration

Theme Research

Plug In Sourcing

Build Time

Production Testing

Deployment

Total Time Input

Total Production Cost

90 min

20 min

20 min

90 min

20 min

10 min

250 min

US$242.50

Hosting Management Ongoing

Plug in Management

Hosting and Plug In Payments

Resource Availability

Project Set Up

Build Time

Deployment

Total Time Input

Total Production Cost

92 min

US$89.24

1 min

90 min

1 min
Monthly Managed Hosting
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This means on a smaller project Blutui is typically 270% more efficient than a competing 

technology, in this case, WordPress.  While traditional technologies like Wordpress, 

Squarespace, Duda among others, may service smaller agencies and in-house DIY 

practitioners they constrain your studio. These traditional  technologies do not offer the 

universality, scalability, extensibility or agency project controls offered by Blutui.

270% more revenue 
opportunity utilizing half 

the resource or over 
400% more revenue 

opportunity utilizing the 
same level of resource

Blutui allows your studio 
to comfortably double 
throughput with the 

same or less developer 
inputs on a single 

platform.

KEY TAKEOUT
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The number of labor units applied to the Blutui build is halved to a single front end 

developer.  WordPress server configuration would require the developer to be either full 

stack vs front end OR an additional sys-ops developer.

The skill requirement for Blutui is a sole Front End Developer with knowledge of HTML and CSS. 

Blutui is based on web standards and allows developers to use their favorite tools within 

the Blutui platform keeping the learning curve low.

Your developers code on their local machine synced to the Blutui cloud meaning they see 

their project develop in real-time. The benefit here is that re-work and deployment delays 

are virtually eliminated as the project is always in a production environment vs local only.

Sites are fast and SEO performant as developers only ‘ship’ the code required for the site to 

function vs templated, plug-in and theme-reliant sites which are often weighed down with 

unnecessary 3rd party code.

Blutui is a productivity 
weapon in your studio

Blutui is efficient 
and performant.

KEY TAKEOUT
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WEB APP DATA 
DRIVEN MULTI USER 

SITE

CASE STUDY #2 

Now we compare building a complex data driven Group Home Builder site built in Blutui to 

a comparable scale web application project built in Laravel.

This site features a complex data structure, powered by Blutui Collections. The site is 

accessed by multiple regional franchisee administrators and content teams who access 

only their specific section of the site. The site filters enquiry by house price, size, region, 

specification and feeds each enquiry to specific predetermined contacts. 
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VS VS

Resource Availability

Project Set Up

Build Time

Deployment

Total Time Input

Total Production Cost

100 hrs
& 2 min

US$5,820

1 min

100 hrs

1 min

Resource Availability

Monthly Hosting

Front End Developer

Resource availability

Server Configuration

Database Config

App Configuration

Admin Panel (Full)

Admin Panel (Front)

Build (Full)

Build (Front)

Deployment

Total Time Input

Total Production Cost

7 hrs

7 hrs

20 hrs

70 hrs

35 hrs

35 hrs

70 hrs

40 min

244 hrs
& 40 min

US$14,239.60

Resource availability

Hosting Management Ongoing

Server Management Ongoing

Laravel Developer Availability

Front End Developer Availability

Sys-ops Developer Availability

Downstream costs / Post Build Requirements
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244% more 
opportunity at 

just 1/2 to 1/3rd the 
specialist labor input

4x (400%) the 
earning power using 
the same number of 

skilled people.

OR
When compared to utilizing traditional technologies, Blutui provides your agency the 

opportunity to increase the potential studio earnings by 400% while maintianing the same 

developer headcount. This assumes an average front end developer wage-only cost of 

US$57/hour. You may enjoy more favorable rates which is even better.
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This example shows a full stack team vs utilization of a single front end developer on a 

project valued at +/-$30,000 invoice value to client:

This example shows utilization of the full 3 person team of front end developers.

*assumes that through careful project management of a multi-disciplined development team the total throughput 
/ output will be 2x similar scoped projects.

This represents a 30% improvement in available margin from 50% to 80%

VS

VS

TRADITIONAL
TECH

TRADITIONAL
TECH

Total Time Spent

Production Cost

Billable Value

100 hrs

13.3 days

US$5,920

US$29,250

Total Time Spent

Production Cost

Billable Value

244 hrs & 40 min

32.5 days

US$14,239

US$29,250

Available Margin

Capacity/mo/team

Available Margin

Capacity/mo/team

US$15,010

2 projects*

3x multi discipline

US$30,020

US$23,430

5/6 projects

3x Font-End Devs

US$117,150

Blutui helps you 
realise the billable 
value of projects 

in line with market 
expectation and 

enjoy up to
4x better margin.
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VS

50% margin

1 project

80% margin

2 projects

VS

50% margin

2 projects

80% margin

5/6 projects

Either reduce your 
skilled labor requirement 
and enjoy better 
margins from the same 
outputs

Focus the same number 
of skilled front end 

developers on more 
projects and output 4x 
headcount profitability.

On a web application scale project Blutui is 244% MORE efficient than a technology such 

as Laravel while providing the ability to utilize a single developer, rather than a multi-

discipline team.

When utilizing the full developer team of 3 developers your agency might expect to improve 

studio performance and outputs by 400%.

As the skill requirement for Blutui is a sole Front End Developer with knowledge of HTML 

and CSS the number of labor units applied to the Blutui build is reduced to one third of the 

developers required on the project.

Laravel configuration would require the developer to be either full stack vs front end plus 

an additional sys-ops developer.
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When you’re a Blutui agency you get to set the terms with your clients with the confidence 

that Blutui will never publish a rate card or disclose agency negotiated pricing. This means 

there is no documented benchmark rate with which your clients can compare.

This, along with platform-wide agency brand application, allows your agency to project 

digital authority and control the narrative around price with individual clients. 

Blutui negotiates usage, terms and pricing with individual agencies based on their needs 

and as such, does not have a published ratecard.

Your platform, your rules... Chatham House rules.

Blutui... like Fight Club without the schizophrenia, black eyes and well... fighting.

Revenue opportunity

Blutui provides your 
agency the freedom to 

price as you wish.

KEY TAKEOUT
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This is unlike other generalist mainstream technologies who see fit to profit from Adland 

while making their solutions available directly to agency clients. This practice essentially 

undermines the value of the agency and creates competition for projects from both outside 

the sector and from within the agency’s own client-base.

Like you, we’re agency folk trying to make a profit and this practice undermines agency 

profitability and quite frankly grinds our gears.

The team at Blutui only wants to deal with your agency. That means clients use the 

platform on your terms. You set the permissions, you set the value, while we support you 

now and into the future.

The Blutui philosophy 
and our promise to 

support Adland.

Blutui strongly believes in supporting Adland 
and is dedicated to servicing advertising 
agencies and creative studios exclusively.

Become more profitable, 
improve productivity and 

control the narrative 
around price, value and 

margin.

KEY TAKEOUT
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A core philosophy with Blutui is to enable the front-end developer to essentially ‘lock down’ the 

site components in order to remove the temptation for pesky clients to ‘get creative’.

Your studio sets client-side user permissions so that they can alter content without screwing 

with the aesthetic or breaking the site functionality.

No more clients channeling their inner 
creative spirit and destroying your 
beautifully crafted on-brand site.

Your client stays in 
their lane Control the approved 

look and feel of every site 
by setting client side user 

permissions. You have 
control so clients have to 

stay in their lane.

KEY TAKEOUT
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Blutui offers all the advantages of:

• Significantly improved production efficiency

• Total creative freedom

• Total project and talent control

• Presenting the platform as your own therefore controlling the value narrative.

• Reduces your studios reliance on specialist language developers.

• Increases your studio’s relevance to a broader number of projects.

• Improves your ability to hire, with the only requirement for a sole front end developer per 

project rather than a team of multi-disciplined developers.

• Reduces studio admin across multiple technologies and multiple outsourced vendors.

• Offers total project management, talent collaboration and white label agency-branded eco-

system capability at an accessible rate for any sized Agency.

• Enables multi-studio input and seamless transfer of sites between internal stakeholders. 

This means admins can create in a production hub environment, deploy and transfer sites 

to the creative agency with absolute ease.

• Your agency can be sure that the site structures and UX/UI applied to your client projects 

are your own IP. Blutui does not rely on 3rd party themes and plug-ins which have 

invariably been used previously on sites unknown.

Adopting Blutui 
enables your studio 

to build a wider 
range of sites 

(anything) in a single 
technology more 
profitably with a 
single developer.
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Book a demo and experience the Blutui® agency difference in your studio.

Graeme Blake
CEO Blutui

Ever wonder 
what you could 
make if there 
were no limits?™

Thank you,



blutui.com


